Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Test with Smart Countdown, 2 Count
Review-2021

The Only pregnancy test with Smart Countdown, reassuring you the test is working as it counts
down to your results
Over 99% accurate at detecting pregnancy from the day of your expected period
The 'no mess' wide absorbent tip and integrated Floodguard Technology helps reduce the #1
reported cause of user error to make testing easier
The digital display uses Words for results, taking away the confusion of interpreting lines at an
emotional time
So sensitive you can test up to 5 days before your missed period
As accurate as a doctor's urine test
2 Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Tests includedClearblue Digital Pregnancy Test with Smart
Countdown
Clear digital results in words 5 days early
This pack contains 2 Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Tests with Smart Countdown, for extra
confirmation. Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Test with Smart Countdown gives you a clear digital result
up to 5 days before your missed period (4 days before you expect your period) (1).
Our Smart Countdown helps to reassure you while you wait, letting you know the test is working and
counting down to your clear digital result in words within 1-3 minutes. Its extra wide tip and
integrated Floodguard(TM) Technology makes it easy to test correctly.
Features and benefits
Value pack
This pack contains 2 Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Tests with Smart Countdown, for extra
confirmation when you need it most.
Over 99% accurate (2)
Over 99% accurate from the day you expect your period, giving you a clear and accurate result
when you need it most.
Counts down to your result
Our unique Smart Countdown reassures you from start to finish that the test is correctly working,
counting down to your clear digital result. Each segment will appear flashing, in sequence, on the
display so you know the test is progressing and your result is coming.
Results 5 days early
Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Test with Smart Countdown is so sensitive you can test up to 5 days
before your missed period (which is 4 days before you expect your period). 75% of pregnant results
can be detected 5 days before your missed period.
Extra wide tip + Floodguard(TM) Technology help make testing easy
Itâ€™s easy and hygienic to test with the extra wide absorbent tip. Our unique Floodguard(TM)
Technology makes it easy to test correctly.
Unmistakably clear digital results in words
Results are clearly displayed in words, â€˜Pregnantâ€™ or â€˜Not Pregnantâ€™, reducing
confusion of interpreting lines at an emotional time.
A â€˜Pregnantâ€™ result is displayed on the screen for up to 6 months, meaning you can keep your
result to share your news with friends or family whenever you want!
Frequently Asked Questions
Clearblue Digital Pregnancy Test with Smart Countdown
Q1. My result is Pregnant. What should I do? See your doctor who can advise you on your next
steps. A 'Pregnant' result stays on screen for up to 6 months.
Q2. My result is Not Pregnant. What does this mean? You may not be pregnant or the level of
pregnancy hormone may not yet be high enough to be detected. Test again in three days' time. If
this test gives you a 'Not Pregnant' result and your period is late, see your doctor. A 'Not Pregnant'
result stays on screen for approximately 24 hours.
Q3. How early can I test? This test can be used from 5 days before your missed period (4 days

before you expect your period). However, as hormone levels vary from woman to woman, and in
early pregnancy can be very low, you may be pregnant but still get a negative result. In lab testing,
pregnancy detection rates were: >99% one day before the expected period, 98% 2 days before,
95% 3 days before, and 75% 4 days before (5 days sooner than your missed period).
Q4. How does Clearblue work? It detects the pregnancy hormone hCG (human Chorionic
Gonadotrophin) in urine. Test sensitivity is 25mIU/ml.
Refer to instruction leaflet for more information.
__________________________
1. Missed period is the day after you expect your period. 75% of pregnant results can be detected 5
days before your missed period.
2. >99% accurate at detecting typical pregnancy hormone levels. Note that hormone levels vary.
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